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Educational reform movements and educational al
ternatives abound in American history. One way or
another, we are always trying to make education
"work" better.

The Learning Exchange, based in Chicago, is a
recent alternative in adult education, a system in
which learners control their own education within
the loose structure of a "learning network." The
theoretical impetus for the Learning Exchange came
from the deschooling theories of Ivan Illich and
Everett Reimer, although the Learning Exchange, of
course, operates within the schooled society.

Greg Squires, author of this study, was one of
the founders of the Learning Exchange and a co
director of the program through the fall of 1972.
His firsthand knowledge of the theory and opera
tion of the system, combined with his careful analy
sis of the data gathered in the survey of the Learn
ing Exchange, make this publication a valuable docu
ment for anyone seeking either to evaluate or dupli
cate the Learning Exchange model.

The Institute for Community Development, as a
part of its ongoing efforts in continuing education,
is pleased to publish this study of a viable func
tioning alternative in the field of adult education.

Duane L. Gibson, Director
Institute for Community

Development and Services
Michigan State University
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Introduction

Schools are being criticized on every side. Stu
dents, teachers, parents, politicians, and just
about everybody else seem to have something bad to
say about schools. Many suggestions have been made,
often contradictory, to solve the problems in our
schools.

Some want community control and decentralized
school systems, while others look to the state and
federal governments to solve the problems. Judges
order cross-district busing and motorists display
"Happiness is Halking to Your Neighborhood School"
bumper stickers.

Team teaching, individualized instruction, Head
start programs, open classrooms, classrooms without
walls, and voucher systems are some of the strate~

gies that have been suggested to improve schools.
Most of them have been experimented with, and some
have been incorporated into public schools.

Despite the seeming variety of reforms that have
been proposed, almost all of them share one basic
premise. They assume that the school is the proper
domain for education. Indeed, the words "schooling"
and "education" are practically synonymous in the
United States today. Few challenge the idea that
schooling is essential if we are to provide people
with the skills, knowledge, and credentials neces
sary to operate successfully in our society. Even
most advocates of experiential learning want to
implement their non-classroom education under the
auspices of some schooling institution. Today, an
educated person is a schooled person.
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Ivan Illich has proposed a radically different
approach to meet the educational needs of a societ~

Il1ich believes that schools cannot provide the
kind of education needed in today's world. If we
want to make significant improvements in the way we
educate, and if we want to improve the quality of
life in general, Illich claims we must disestablish
our schools--tldeschool lf our society.

In 1967, Illich and his colleague, Everett Reimer,
began a systematic analysis of schooling in the
United States. Although their conclusions were
basically the same, each published a book concern
ing the problems of schooling and recommendations
for a better educational system. Illich's Deschool
ing Society was published in 1970 and Reimer's book,
School Is Dead, came out in 1971. A brief examina
tion of the principles of the deschooling argument
is provided in Appendix A.

Both Illich and Reimer essentially call for dis
mantling or disestablishing our present school sys
tems and replacing them with a series of "webs" or
"networks fl that individuals could use as they want,
for their own learning. Both would abolish state
laws requiring compulsory attendance or participa
tion in any kind of schooling or educational acti
vity.

The deschooling argument shares several assump
tions about the learning process with other educa
tional philosophies. The ufree schools" which
have mushroomed during the past decade, the pro
gressive education movement in the first half of
this century, and similar educational movements
dating back at least to Jean Jacques Rousseau in
the 18th century, embody many of the same princi
ples as the deschooling philosophy. The Learning
Exchange, an educational matching service in the
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Chicago metropolitan area, was modeled along the li~

of Illich's nlearning web" proposals,.

This study focuses on the functioning of the Learn
ing Exchange during the first 12 months of operation.
The Learning Exchange began serving the Chicago area
in May 1971 and the data for this study were col
lected in the summer of 1972.
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'mE LEARNING EXCrwK;E:

What It Is

The Learning Exchange is a free educational match
ing service in the Chicago metropolitan area. Any
one who wants to teach, learn, or discuss any subject,
skill, or topic of interest, can register to find
others with the appropriate matching interest through
the Learning Exchange.

For example, people who want to learn to speak
Spanish can call the Learning Exchange and indicate
their interest as learners. The Learning Exchange
will then give the caller the names and phone numbers
of previous callers who have offered to teach Spanish.
It is the responsibility of the learner to call the
Spanish teachers and work out mutually agreeable
arrangements with one or more of them.

If there are no teachers registered in the topic a
caller wants to learn, the learner's name and inter
est are registered, and when someone calls who would
like to teach that particular sUbject, that iatter
caller is given the name of the learner. Then, it is
the responsibility of the teacher to contact the
learner. If callers cannot find an appropriate match
when they first call the Learning Exchange, they can
call back in a few weeks, or whenever convenient,
and find out if any new callers have registered in
their interest area.

Organizations, as well as individuals, can and do
use the services of the Learning Exchange. For
example, if a school needs a teacher for a particu
lar sUbject, it may be able to locate one through the
Learning Exchange. Also, if an organization is offer-
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ing courses or is sponsoring some kind of ongoing
program, it can register these events, and the infor
mation will be passed on to people who are interested
in the subject areas.

The Learning Exchange has no control over the kinds
of arrangements people make. Its services are re
stricted to putting people in contact with each other.
The Exchange provides no classroom space, no teachers,
no grades or certificates, and charges no tuition or
fee of any kind. Its matching services are free to
anyone who has access to a telephone or the postal
service, or is able to visit the Learning Exchange
office. Individual teachers, however, may charge a
fee for their services, and the Learning Exchange
has no control over whether or not teachers charge
a fee or the amount of the fee.

Teachers, Learners or Interest Matches

When people contact the Learning Exchange they can
register in the teacher, learner, or interest match
classifications. They may register in as many diffe~

ent classifications and as many subject areas as they
desire. For example, a person could register as a
teacher, learner, and interest match in one or several
subject areas.

The term II exchange " often confuses people. In order
to learn from someone through the Learning Exchange l

a person does not have to offer to teach something
in return. There are many individuals who are regis
tered as both teacher and learner; there are also
cases where two people have been matched and each
person teaches a subject to the other. But a person
can register just as a learner, just as a teacher,
or just as an interest ma~ch.

Teachers, by definition, are people who are willing
to share their knowledge with others who want to
learn. The only requirement involved in registering
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as a teacher, is that the person want to teach. No
credentials, certificates, or previous exper1ence of
any kind are required. The Learning Exchange plays
no role in evaluatipg teachers. If the teacher so
desires, the Learning Exchange will describe his or
her experience and credentials to future callers who
may request such background information, but this
information is not required. It is the learners who
determine if the services of the teachers are accept~

able or not. And learners have the right, as do
teachers, to terminate the relationship at any time.
Both learners and teachers are encouraged to call
the Learning Exchange back for other names if their
first experience does not work out.

A person who registers as a learner is, simply,
somebody who wants to learn about something. No
matter what the interest may be, a person can reg
ister as a learner and will be provided with the
names and phone numbers of teachers, if any, in
that field.

The interest match classification is for those
who want to meet others who have a ~imilar interest
and would like to pursue it in some way, perhaps in
a series of discussions or by participating in some
kind of activity of mutual interest.' Some people
have met to discuss books they particularly enjoyed.
Some want to maintain their fluency in a foreign
language, so they meet and hold discussions in that
language. Others have found tennis, handball, and
bridge partners. A science fiction club was started
by individuals who registered in the interest match
classification.

Logistics

The Learning Exchange consists of five full-time
minimally paid staff members, about 100 volunteers,
four file boxes (one for teachers, one for learners,
one for interest matches, and one for the mailing
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list), four telephones, an office donated by a churc~

and over 12,000 people in the Chicago area who are
registered to use the service.

At the time the interviewing for this study began,
people were registered in more than 450 topic areas.
Today people are registered in more than 2,200 areas
which include academic subjects, mechanical skills,
fine arts, and religious philosophies, among others.
Some of the specific sUbjects are: anthropology,
auto mechanics, boxing, Chinese culture, computer
programming, Esperanto, local community problems,
macrame, radio broadcasting, sociology, lion taming,
and Karma. Every three months an updated catalog is
sent to the people on the mailing list, which includes
all the people who have registered in a subject area
and others who have not registered a specific inter
est but want to keep informed about the Learning
Exchange.

Regulatory Role

The Learning Exchange does have one regulatory
function. If it is discovered that someone is abus
ing the service (for example, using the Learning
Exchange to meet women and then manipulating them
into uncomfortable situations), that person's name
will be permanently removed from the file.

It is expected that some people will develop
friendships through the contacts provided, and that
some people who met originally because of a specific
interest will develop deeper relationships. But if
the Learning Exchange is informed of any individuals
who had no intention of participating in the regis
tered activity, and whose interests prove threatening
or uncomfortable in any way tn those with whom they
were put in contact, the Learning Exchange will no
longer serve those individuals and their names will
be removed from the file. So far, the Learning
Exchange has not had to exercise this regulatory
practice.
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Participants Determine Curriculum

The Learning Exchange reflects the educational
needs and interests of those who use it. The par
ticipants themselves determine what kinds of sub
jects are taught and what kinds of activities take
place through the Learning Exchange. The variety
of topics available, and the extent of services
offered, are limited only by the range of interests
and the willingness to participate of the people
in the Chicago area.

lbw It Started

During the early winter months of 1971, Denis
Detzel, a graduate student at Northwestern Univer
sityr participated in a series of education semi
nars at the Center for Intercultural Documentation
(CIDOC) in Cuernavaca, Mexico. Some of the other
participants were Edgar Friedenberg, Paul Goodman,
and Ivan Illich. One of the purposes of these
seminars was to devise educational models which
would be effective, inexpensive, and accessible to
rich and poor alike, and one result of the dis
cussions was the development of the Learning Ex
change model.

Detzel brought the idea of the Learning Exchange
back to Evanston, and after a few meetings with
three other students, a Northwestern University
professor, and a few other members of the Evanston
community, the Learning Exchange was founded on
May 26, 1971.

In the first week of operation more than 1,000
leaflets describing the Learning Exchange were dis-

*Northwestern University is in Evanston, Illinois, c
suburb of Chicago.
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tributed throughout Evanston, and three people re
sponded. However, in the next few months posters
were distributed, radio stations broadcast public
service announcements about the Learning Exchange,
members of the volunteer staff were interviewed on
several radio and television shows, and articles on
the Learning Exchange appeared in the Chicago Sun
Times, the Chicago Tribune, the Chicago Daily News,
Chicago Today, and several neighborhood and suburban
newspapers. By June 1972, approximately 1,000 people
were registered.

For the first 12 months, the Learning Exchange was
run by volunteers. Many local businesses and com
munity groups contributed services and equipment,
which enabled the Learning Exchange to exist with
virtually no money of its own. The United Community
Services of Evanston donated office space, a tele
phone, and helped cover the mailing costs for the
catalogs during most of the first year. Paper, and
printing and duplicating services were donated to the
Learning Exchange by various people.

In June 1972, the Learning Exchange received its
first foundation grant. Since then, money raised
through foundation grants, private donations, and
further contributions in the form of materials and
services from various sectors of the community have
been sufficient to keep the service going. Based on
the level of donations from those who have used the
service, and the projected number of people who will
be using the Learning Exchange in the future, the
Learning Exchange should be self-supporting within
the next few years. The service is, and always will
be, free. However, donations will be requested from
users and outside funding will be sought so that the
Learning Exchange will be able to operate without
having to charge a fee.
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Several people were involved in starting the Learn
ing Exchange. There are probably as many reasons why
it was started as there were people involved in
starting it. Some people felt that this model-
extended nationwide--might eventually replace public
schools. Others saw the Learning Exchange as an
opportunity to expand existing adult educational
opportunities. Still others were looking for volun-
teer work in an organization they believed was con
tributing something to the community.

The overriding purpose, though, of the Learning
Exchange was to open up educational opportunities
for those who want to pursue a particular interest,
or set of interests, but are unable to do so satis
factorily in the existing educational institutions.
The founders assumed that in any large community
there are many people with skills and knowledge who
would be willing to share with those who want to
learn. And since there is no traditional or insti
tutionalized mechanism for bringing the potential
teachers and learners together"they hoped the Learn
ing Exchange would do just that. In this manner, the
Learning Exchange would recycle existing human re
sources and open up educational opportunities for'the
co~munity.

The Learning Exchange has grown substantially since
its inception. And the Learning Exchange concept has
attracted much interest throughout the United States
and other nations. There are several other educa
tional services similar to the Learning Exchange
operating in the United States. Similar services have
also been started in Canada, England, and Australia.
Based on inquiries received by the Learning Exchange,
there are people in many more communities who are
interested in starting such a service. Bob Lewis,
one of the founders of the Learning Exchange, be-
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lieves it is quite possible that hundreds of Learn
ing Exchanges could be operating by 1980.

Mechanics Of' The Study On The Learning Exchange

During the months of June and July 1972, a telephc
survey of the Learning Exchange population was con
ducted in order to assess the impact of the service
on the Chicago community. A questionnaire was con
structed and pre-tested with 133 Evanston residents
who had registered with the Learning Exchange before
May 1972. Based on the results of the pre-test, the
questionnaire was modified slightly for the survey
itself. (See Appendix B for the questionnaire.) -

As of June 1, 1972, when the interviewing of the
total sample commenced, a~proximately 1,000 people
were re?istered. A total of 504 people were reached
during the two ~onths in which the interviewing was
conducted. This survey did not include the 133
Evanston residents interviewed for the pre-test.
Most of those who were not interviewed had either
moved without leaving a forwarding phone number, were
on vacation and would not be back until August or
SepteIl1ber, were deceased, or had never registered a
phone number with the Learning Exchange and were not
listed with directory assistance.

We can only spe~ulate about what differences, if
any, there would have been in the data if all the
participants had been interviewed. It is possible,
for example, that many of those who were on vacation
and would not be returning for several weeks were
students or teachers. Had these people been inter
viewed, the occupation data might have been slightly
altered. Perhaps this would have also caused a
change in the edu~ation and income data.

It is possible that a lower or higher percentage of
those who were not interviewed were successfully
matched, compared to those who were interviewed. If
callers failed to register a telephone number, then
someone who called the Learning Exchange later could
not have contacted them, even if they had poten
tially matching interests. Those who moved without
notifying the Learning Exchange may not have had the
degree of interest in the service displayed by others,
which might have resulted from their lack of success
in iocating matches. If the Learning Exchange had
difficulty reaching some of those who were registered,
it is quite possible that other callers attempting to
contact these people also had difficulty.

In evaluating the Learning Exchange, we must rely on
the data that were collected; but we should keep in
mind the possible distortions in the data due to the
non-response rate.

Perhaps the basic question concerning the Learning
Exchange concept is, does it work? More specifically,
how many and what kinds of people would call such a
service? What kinds of interests will they have?
Will peoples' interests match up? If so, will they
be willing to meet with total strangers? How success
ful are such meetings likely to be?

The survey examined the operation of the Learning
Exchange in terms of how many people were supplied
with contacts, how many met with their contacts, how
successful the meetings were, and what kinds of people
used the Learning Exchange. Finally, the study at
tempts to evaluate the service in terms of the objec
tives it was created to accomplish.

lbw The Learning Exchange Operates

In order for the Learning Exchange to serve people,
they must first become aware of its existence. Second,
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they must contact the Learning Exchange and register
an interest. In the third step they are either pro
vided with the names of previous callers with match
ing interests or are signed up to be called by a
later registrant with the appropriate interests. If
names of potential matches are provided, the fourth
step is for the people to contact each other and to
arrange to meet. Finally, if necessary, they must
work out arrangements for subsequent meetings. In
this survey people were asked about what happened at
each step, so that in the cases where people were
not successfully matched, it could be determined
where they "dropped out" and why.

Step 1: Becoming Aware of the Learning Exchange

It is difficult to estimate how many people were
aware of the Learning Exchange, since no reach or
frequency data were compiled for the various sources
of publicity and no pUblic opinion polls were con
ducted in order to determine its exposure. We do
know that about 1,000 people called the service in
its first year. This study focuses primarily on
the 504 people who were interviewed in the summer
of 1972.

Step 2: Contacting the Learning Exchange and Regis
tering an Interest

When asked, "Why did you decide to contact the
Learning Exchange?" a variety of answers were given,
but most of the answers fell into one of two cate
gories. Almost 41 percent said they called the
service for the purpose of knowledge or skill acqui
sition, either for themselves, a friend, or member
of the family. Slightly over 30 percent said they
wanted to learn more about the Learning Exchange or
what kinds of educational opportunities might be
available through the service. So, approximately
71 percent were seeking a learning experience or
were curious to know more about the Learning Ex
change itself. Table 1 lists reasons people called.
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When the service began, it was feared that many more
learners than teachers would register. Sixty-five of
the 504 people interviewed had not registered in a

, particular interest or subject area. Of the remaining
439 who registered in one or more s~jects, 135 (30.8
·percent) registered as teachers. Only 93 people
(21.2 percent) registered as interest matches while
306 people (69.7 percent) registered as learners.
These numbers add up to more than 439, and the per
centages add up to more than 100 percent, because
some individuals registered in several sUbject areas
and in more than one category--teacher, learner, and/or
interest match. Almost one-third of those who called
the service and registered in a sUbject area, regis
tered as teachers. Naturally, there are subjects
where there are learners but no teachers, and there
are some areas where there are teachers but no
learners. As the Learning Exchange grows, the pro
portion of people who cannot be matched is expected
to decrease.

At the time of this survey people were registered
in over 450 different subjects. Table 2 shows the
diversity of interests expressed by the Learning

"Exchange participants. The most popular subjects
.appear to be the arts, foreign languages, recre
ational activities, mechanical skills, and what has
been defined as the uawareness" category.

The Learning Exchange appears to be particularly
well-suited to meet certain educational interests
which are not satisfactorily available in more tra
ditional educational; institutions. For example,

"several of ~hose registered in foreign languages
mentioned the expense of most foreign language
classes as one reason why they turned to the Learn
~ng Exchange. Others who registered in foreign
languages were looking for someone to converse with
in order to maintain their fluency; they were not
looking for a teacher or lessons in the language.

-16-

The mechanical skills and awareness sUbjects are
not readily available in most schools. The interest
shown in these areas indicates that at least some
people were unable to pursue these interests in more
conventional schools.

The interest match classification in particular
opened up opportunities which were unavailable else
where. People were able to locate and participate
in writers' workshops, jam sessions, and recrea
tional activities such as tennis, handball, and
bridge, through contacts provided by the Learning
Exchange.

Step 3: Receiving Names of Those With Potentially
Matching Interests

After calling the Learning Exchange and register
ing an interest, the next step is to be provided
with a contact. Of the 439 who registered one or
more interests, 303 (69.0 percent) were supplied
with at least one name when they called. One
hundred and sixty (36.4 percent) were contacted at
a later date by someone who had received their names
through the Learning Exchange. Altogether, 355
(85.4 percent) of those who registered one or more
interests were given at least one name when they
originally called or were contacted by someone at a
later date, or both.

Step 4: Holding the Initial Meeting

The fourth step is to arrange the first meeting.
Of the 355 people who were proyided at least one
contact, 28.7 percent proceeded to a first meeting.

Step 5: Arranging Subsequent Meetings

The fifth and final step in this progression is
to establish some kind of ongoing arrangement for
meeting. Seventy-six people participated in regular
meetings. This means that 17.3 percent of those who

-17-



TABLE 2

SUBJECT AREAS REGISTERED WITH THE LEARNING EXCHANGE

Subject Category

Art--painting, pottery, dance, drama, music,
macrame, etc.

Foreign languages

Recreation--sports, travel, pet care

~ I Mechanical skills--auto repair, carpentry,
f photography, printing, etc.

Awareness--occult, ESP, mysticism, witchcraft,
astrology, yoga, etc.

Language arts--English, writing, reading, etc.

Social sciences, social movements, politics

Professional skills--medicine, law, architec
ture, accounting, education, etc.

Physical sciences

Domestic skills--cooking, sewing, knitting,
gardening, etc.

% of Those who
Registered One or

Number More Interests

117 26.6%

97 22.1%

80 18.2%

68 15.5%

63 14.4%

51 11.6%

50 11.4%

41 9.3%

34 7.7%

31 7.1%

1-

Religion and philosophy

Clerical skills--typing, shorthand, etc.

Other

19

9

10

4.3%

2.0%

2.3%

(The base figure is 439 and each percentage is a percentage of the 439
respondents who registered one or more interests.)

I
~

\0
I



registered an interest, and 71.0 percent of those who
held a first meeting, proceeded to regular meetings.
Those individuals who met more than once were defined
as having participated in regular meetings. Table 3
shows the number and percentage of people who reached
each of the last three steps.

Successful Matches

Those who participated in regular meetings were
asked, "Do you feel that these meetings are (were)
successful?" The only criterion for success was
whether or not the respondents defined their experi
ences as successful. Since 70 (92.1 percent) of
those involved in regular meetings said they were
successful, they were considered to have been suc
cessfully matched. In addition, five people who
never met with their contacts claimed their needs
were met during the first phone conversation, and
eight people who had a first meeting but no followup
meetings said their needs were met during the first
meeting. These 13 people are also considered to
have been successfully matched. Altogether 83 of
the people interviewed in this survey were success
fully matched.

The meetings which resulted from contacts provided
by the Learning Exchange varied in size and format,
as well as content. Group discussions, formal .
classes, group participation in recreational activi
ties, pairs of people meeting for instructional and
recreational purposes, and regular telephone conver
sations are the forms which most of the meetings
took. But the predominant format was a one-to-one,
teacher-student relationship. Of those who partici-
pated in regular meetings, 42.1 percent were involved
in this kind of meeting.

The following seven paragraphs briefly describe
some of the groups that were started:
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One Chicago girl tutored another in statistics.
The~ met once a week during the school term.

A priest and a factory worker met once a week
to play handball. At the time of the interview,
they had met only twice, but they planned to
continue their games.

Four people, registered as science-fiction
interest matches, got together and started a
science-fiction club. After two months they
had recruited 21 more members. The club was
open to anyone who paid the dues--a contri
bution of 10 science-fiction books to the club
library.

A group of guitar interest matches met weekly
to play and learn from each other.

A free school located a photography and an
arts-and-crafts teacher for one term. Both
offered their services free of charge.

An insurance investigator with a ph.D. in
philosophy began teaching a course in philoso
phy. Classes met in his home in the evening.

The Salvation Army located a sewing teacher
for an 8-week course being offered for the
Chicago community.

Unsuccessful Matches

Unfortunately, not everybody who called the Learn
ing Exchange was successfully matched. Many of those
who were provided contacts never met, and some who
held a first meeting never followed it up. Table 4
lists the reasons given by these people for not meet
ing with the contacts. It seems reasonable to assume
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that as more people register with the service and as
the concentration of participants within a community
increases, the number of successful matches will in
crease. The reasons given for not meeting tend to
support this hypothesis.

In the case of those who never met because of a
distance or transportation factor, the problem was
obviously that an appropriate match could not be.
found close enough to home. Providing callers with
more contacts would reduce this problem. More par
ticipants will also cut down on the number of people
who were unsuccessful because their contacts were
not interested in the same aspect or level of a sub
ject. More registrants will lead to more accurate
matches.

The communication problem will also be reduced as
more people register; if registrants have several
people to try, they will not have to spend as much
time attempting to track down people who are not home
or who do not return phone calls. The "too bUsy"
problem can also be reduced if people can locate a
match when they first call the Learning Exchange.

The pre-test conducted in Evanston indicates that
the greater the number of people registered with the
Learning Exchange, the more successful matches there
will be. Since the service began in Evanston, and
was initially called the Evanston Learning Exchange,
a disproportionately high number of Learning Exchange
participants in the first year of operation were
Evanston residents. Of the 133 people interviewed
in the pre-test, 108 registered one or more interests.
Thirty-three percent of those 108 met at least once.
This compares to 23.2 percent of the larger sample
who had a first meeting. Of those who regjstpred
one or more interests, 27.8 percent of the pre-test
sample and 17.3 percent of the larger sample parti
cipated in regular meetings. Also, of those who had
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first meetings, 83.0 percent of the pre-test sample
compared to 71.0 percent of the larger sample pro
ceeded to have regular meetings. The predominant
factor which accounted for the higher percentage of
successful matches in Evanston was the greater avail
ability of conveniently located contacts.

Based on these findings, the logical thing to do
to improve the effectiveness of the service is to
let more people know about it. The data show that
most of those who registered an interest (85.4 per
cent) were provided with at least one contact. It
appears that if the people can arrange to meet once,
they are likely to develop a successful ongoing relcr
tionship. The major breakdown occurs at the fourth
step in this progression--arranging the first meet
ing. And the major barrier to arranging the first
meeting is that people do not have access to enough
appropriate contacts so they can find one near by,
or so they can try a second person if the first is
never home l or so they can find a match at the time
they want to pursue their interest.

Community Reaction

The general reaction of the community toward the
Learning Exchange was extremely favorable. Even
though a majority of those registered with the service
were not able to locate a successful match, this
did not appear to temper their enthusiasm. When
asked, nDo you want to remain listed with the Learn
ing Exchange?", 455 out of the 504 interviewed said,
'yes.' Only 49 said they did not want to remain
listed. Of those 49, 12 (21.9 percent) were moving
out of town. Twenty-four (43.6 percent) said they
would no longer have time for the Learning Exchange
DCCduSC of some major unforeseen change in their
lives such as a new job or an illness or death in
the family. Only three people expressed dissatis-
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facL.on with the service they received as the reason
for wanting to be removed from the list.

The extent of favorable word-of-mouth advertising
is another indication of the community's positive
reaction to the service. When asked, "How did you
hear about the Learning Exchange?", 105 (20.8 per
cent) said they heard about it from a friend. When
asked, "Have you recommended the services of the
Learning Exchange to any of your friends?", 343 (68.1
percent) said, 'yes.' Even half (51 percent) of
those who did not want to remain listed said they had
recommended the service to friends.

The nature of the complaints provides further evi
dence of the community's positive attitude. When
asked, "Do you have any complaints about the service
you have received from the Learning Exchange?", only
43 (8.5 percent) said, 'yes.' The two basic com
plaints were that people did not receive a promised
mailing from the Learning Exchange or that they were
frustrated from their failure to locate a successful
match. However, 30 (69.8 percent) of those who regis
tered a complaint still recommended the service to
friends. Complaints are detailed in Table 5.

In addition to the data collected in this survey,
there is further evidence to indicate that the Learn
ing Exchange was well-received. Most of the volun
teers who spent evenings answering the phones were
told by many callers that the service was an excel
lent idea, some wondering why such a service had not
been started a long time ago. There was little
trouble rounding up 10 or 15 volunteers to help stuff
and address envelopes when it was time to send out a
new catalog. Several local businesses supported the

, service with free printing, duplicating, telephone
answering services and office space.

The local and national media were receptive to the
Learning Exchange. In addition to many interviews on
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local radio and television stations and stories i~

local newspapers, the service was favorably de
scribed in Reader's Digest, the Christian Science
Monitor, Time Magazine, and the Wall street Journa

The Learning Exchange also received written en
dorsements .from Governor Dan Walker of Illinois,
Senator George McGovern, and Senator Charles Percy
Percy placed two entries into the Congressional
Record on the Learning Exchange.

Evaluating The Effectiveness Of The
learning EXchange

Being well-received by the community, however, d~

not necessarily mean the same thing as effectively
serving that community. The data reported above t4
us how many people called the service, how many of
them were provided contacts, and how many had suc
cessful matches. But evaluating the effectiveness
the service in terms of these statistics is difficl
primarily because there are no similar models with
which it can be compared. The most valid measure (
effectiveness is whether or not the objectives of 1

Learning Exchange are being achieved.

The evidence indicates that, at least for some
people, the main objectives are being met. People
have found resources through the Learning Exchange
which are not readily available in schools. Those
people who wanted to converse in a foreign languagE
to maintain their fluency, for example, could not
locate the necessary resQurce--people who spoke tr
same language--anywhere else. Human resources whic
had previously been lying dormant have come alive
again. A prime example is the insurance investi
gator who is now also teaching philosophy.

Some might argue that the number of people who
registered with the service is too small to be sig-
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lcant. They might conclude that if only 1,000
)le in a community of over five million utilize
~rvice, such a service is not very effective or
Eul. Even if everyone of the 1,000 people were
;atisfied with the opportunities available in
traditional educational institutions, a critic
~t argue there is no reason to be concerned about
se institutions.

~t the actual number of people who used the Learn-
Exchange in Chicago during its first year is not

significant as the increase in the number of
pIe using this particular model or the increase
similar services which have been started in other
munities. As of January 1, 1975, over 12,000
pIe were registered with the Learning Exchange in
cago. And Learning Exchanges have been started
more than 30 cities throughout the United States,
ada, England, and Japan.

ver 40 percent-of those who registered with the
cago Learning Exchange stated that their reason
doing so was to learn more about a particular

~ject. At least some people are turning away from
.ditional schooling institutions in order to find
~ educational resources they need. In the Chicago
~ropolitan area, the Learning Exchange is helping
:ontinually increasing number of people in this
)cess.

Who Has Used The Learning Exchange

1uch of the controversy over the current state of
lcation in our country centers on the question of
lality. Americans may not believe that every child
5t be able to compete on an equal footing when they
ive school, but we do voice a general consensus on
~ ideal of equality of educational opportunity. We
( not think every child has the ability to become
loctor, but we do believe that every child with the
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ability should have the opportunity to become a doc
tor. Yet, few will doubt that there are inequalities
and injustices in our society or that our schools do
give some people more opportunity than others.

Illich and Reimer argue that their learning network
proposal, if implemented, would distribute educa
tional resources more equitably than our present
system does. Some critics of the deschooling pro
posal, however, believe that it would do just the
opposite. Robert J. Havighurst,l Judson Jerome,2
Arthur pearl,3 and Philip W. Jackson,4 for example,
argue that the gap between the IIhaves" and uhave
nots" would increase. They maintain that families
who are already well-educated and financially sound
would take much greater advantage of the available
educational resources for their children than those
who are not as fortunate, that those who need edu
cation the most would benefit the least.

- -----J..- --......... '-'''-',.£

trol over their education. The demographic character
istics of the Learning Exchange population show who
was attracted to the service in its first year, and if
the Exchange attracted an elite clientele. Specific
characteristics--race, occupation, education, income,
sex, and age--are examined for the Learning Exchange
population and for the total Cook County population.
Cook County includes the entire Evanston/Chicago area.

By Race. The percentage of non-whites registered
with the Learning Exchange was smaller than the per
centage of non-whites in Cook County. Of the 480
Learning Exchange participants for whom data on race
were available, 56 (11.7 percent) were non-white com
pared to 22.8 percent of the Cook County population
which is non-white. And 91.4 percent of those who
were successfully matched were white, while 8.6 per
cent were non-white. Of the 424 whites who regis
tered, 17.4 percent were successfully matched com-
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pared to 12.5 percent of the 56 non-whites. So the
Learning Exchange attracted a disproportionately high
percentage of whites. Of those who contacted the

'. service, whites were more successful than non-whites
in locating matches. Table 6 gives these figures.

By Occupation. The percentage of professional and
technical workers was higher for the~Learning Exchange
population than for Cook County. The occupational
breakdown for those 16 years of age and older is shown
in Table 7. None of the retirees, sales, service, or
domestic workers was successfully matched. Almost 36
percent of the unemployed were successfully matched
and between 15 percent and 22 percent of the students,'
professional or technical workers, blue-collar worker~

clerical workers, housewives, and others were success
fully matched.

By Education. Most of the people who contacted the
Learning Exchange had completed more years of school
ing than the average Cook County resident. Of the
people 25 years of age and older, 89.3 percent of the
Learning Exchange population, compared to 51.7 percent
of the Cook County population, had graduated from high
school. 5 From this same age group, 68.2 percent of
the Learning Exchange and 22.1 percent of Cook County
had completed one or more years of college. And 42.7
percent of the Learning Exchange population, compared
to 10.9 percent of Cook County, had completed four or
more years of college.

Almost three-quarters (72.3 percent) of the people
successfully matched had completed at least one year
of college, and 90.4 percent of those successfully
matched were high school graduates. Of those who
completed high school, 18.2 percent were successfully
matched while 11.3 percent of those who were not high
school graduates had similar success. The Learning
Exchange attracted people who had already completed
many years of school. Those who had completed more
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TABLE 6

LEARNING EXCHANGE VS. COOK COUNTY

I
RACE:

White Non-White Total

I
W
tv
I

Learning
Exchange
Population

Those who were
successfully
matched by the
Learning Ex
change

Cook count~

Population

424 (88.3%)

74 (91.4%)

4,240,896 (77.2%)

56 (1l.7%)

7 (8.6%)

1,251,473 (22.8%)

4801 noo.O%)

81 2 (100.0%)

5,492,369 (100.0%)

I
W
W
I

ITotal does not include 24 Learning Exchange respondents who refused to
answer , or for whom no data were available.

2Total does not include two successfully matched Learning Exchange respondents
who refused to answer, or for whom no data were available.

3The data for Cook County were taken from Table 34, 1970 Cemwe:: ,...~ ,,- - •
General Population Characteri.c:ri,...", TT C .... ---- •

°,1-fiO..1.lL I

OCCUPATION: LEARNING EXCHANGE VS. COOK COUNTY

Occupation Learning Exchange Cook Countyl

Professional or Technical 160 (51.6%) 331,103 (14.6%)

Sales 15 (4.8%) 169,051 (7.4%)

Blue-collar 43 (13.9%) 814,662 (35.9%)

Clerical 52 (16.8%) 530,617 (23.4%)

Service or Domestic 14 (4.5%) 253,291 (11.2%)

Other 26 (8.4%) 170,959 (7.5%)

')

(100.0%)Total 310 (100.0%)"- 2,269,683

I The occupational data for Cook County were taken from Table 122, 1970 Census
Population, General Social and Economic Characteristics, U.S. Department of
Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Illinois.

2Total does not include those who refused to answer, students, retired, house
wives or unemployed.



years of schooling were also more successful in
locating matches.

By Sex. Sex did not appear to be a major factor
in determining who would contact the service or who
would be most likely to locate a match. Of those
who cont.acted the Learning Exchange, 54.2 percent
were male and 45.6 percent were female, whereas the
population of Cook County is 48.0 percent male and
52.0 percent female. 6 Neither sex appeared to be
more successful in locating successful matches.

By Income. Learning Exchange participants appeared
to earn less money than the average Cook County resi
dent. The median family income for Cook County was
$11,642. 7 Of the 371 Learning Exchange respondents
who reported their family income, the median fell
between $5,000 and $9,999. While 61.1 percent of
the families in Cook County reported an income over
$10,000, only 43.6 percent of the Learning Exchange
respondents did. The Learning Exchange participants
in the lower income brackets were more successful in
locating matches than those in higher income brackets.
Table 8 shows that the percentage of successful
matches actually varied inversely with income level.

The seeming discrepancy indicated by the predomi
nance of whites, the high occupational status, the
above-average years of schooling completed, but low
income levels can be explained by two factors.
First, people with incomes in the higher brackets
are usually middle-aged or older. The percentage of
the Learning Exchange population 45 years of age or
older was only 21.8 percent, whereas the comparable
figure for Cook County was 31.1 percent. 8

A second factor which explains the discrepancy is
the nature of the occupations of the professionals
registered with the Learning Exchange. Many of the
professionals who contacted the service were in oc-
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cupa~ions that are generally considered to be low-
pay iJ.lg professions. Although the exact number is not
available, about half the professionals were teachers,
social workers, and community organizers.

An Elite Clientele. Based on the above demographic
data, we can conclude that the Learning Exchange did
attract an elite clientele during its first year of
operation. In fact, one might be tempted to conclude
that the Learning Exchange, if not the deschooling
theory in general, is an elitist concept. Such a
judgment, however, would be premature without exam
ining other factors which contributed to the charac
teristics of the early Learning Exchange population,
particularly the location of the Learning Exchange
office and the nature of the publicity during the
first year.

During the first two months of operation, the
service was located in Evanston and was called the
Evanston Learning Exchange. The early publicity
consisted of posters and handouts distributed in
the Evanston area and word-af-mouth advertising by
the volunteers running the service, most of whom
lived in or near Evanston. Evanston is a predomi
nantly white, middle-class suburb and the home of
Northwestern University.

The first sources of mass media publicity were the
Evanston newspapers and Northwestern University
publications. Eventually, the major Chicago area
newspapers and the radio and television stations
serving Cook County also covered the Learning Ex
change. However., of the people who learned of
the service via these media, those living in or

, close to Evanston were more likely to contact the
Learning Exchange.
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FutureSttIdy

The data collected in this study indicate the
direction future research should take. First, there
is much to be learned about the impact of the Learn
ing Exchange in the Chicago area. Answers to certain
questions are crucial: Will the number of people
registered with the service continue to increase?
What publicity and advertising strategies will prove
to be the most effective? Will the Learning Ex
change serve a more pluralistic population as it
grows? Will the percentage of successful matches
increase as more people are registered? Will the
Learning Exchange have any effect on more traditional
educational institutions? As the Learning Exchange
obtains greater exposure, how will it be viewed by
the general public and by special interest groups
such as professional educators?

A documentation of the growth in the number of
other models as well as the attrition rate will also
be valuable. The reason why learning exchanges suc
ceed or fail can indicate whether they can perform
a valuable service over a long period of time, or
whether they are just another fad.

Personal indepth interviews with those who use the
services of learning exchanges may reveal certain
attractive characteristics or implications of the
model of which the founders are completely unaware.
Perhaps there are certain personality traits common
to those who call such a service which a telephone
survey could not reveal.

The costs involved will also have to be considered
in order to adequately evaluate the effectiveness
and efficiency of this kind of service and to com
pare it with other educational institutions. During
the first year of the Chicago Learning Exchange,
volunteers ran the operation and all other materials
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and services were donal.:t:::d. Virtually no money was
provided to or spent by tt3 Learning Exchange in that
year~ The service is now staffed with some paid
workers and many more volunteers. Some kind of cost
analysis in terms of dollars spent per man-hour of
successful meeting time might be done in the near
future. This kind of analysis would also have to
take into consideration the fees that some of the
teachers charge.

The results of research along these lines have
serious implications for the Learning Exchange as a
public service, for education in general, and quite
possibly for the pUblic·s attitudes towards large
scale institutions and the future shape of those
institutions.

Conclusions

As a community service, the Learning Exchange is
achieving its primary objectives. The data indicate
that, although a majority of those who contacted the
service were unable to locate a successful match,
enough people have tangibly benefited from the serv
ice to warrant its continuing operation. The growth,
in terms of the number of people using the service
in Chicago and the number of models which have
spru~g up throughout this country and the world, is
much greater than was originally expected.

The Learning Exchange, however, cannot be seen as
a measure of how a deschooled society would operate.
Illich and Reimer envision the deschooled society
as more democratic, while critics view deschooling
as an elitist proposal which would increase the gap
between the rich and poor. But any assumption about
a deschooled society based on the experience of the
Learning Exchange, or any similar educational organ
ization, would be questionable for one principal
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reason: These services exist within a schooled
society.

Few people look to the Learning Exchange as a
replacement for the public schools. For most of its
users, the Learning Exchange is supplementary to the
education they receive in school. If the Learning
Exchange constituted their primary source of educa
tional resources, or if it competed equally with the
public schools, then perhaps the participants would
have been a different group of people and perhaps
the service would have been used for different pur
poses. Under those conditions, an examination of
the Learning Exchange might provide a valid indica
tion of what a deschooled society would be like.

In recent years, we have witnessed discontent
with public schools among various segments of our
society. At the same time, there is an. increasing
demand for more education in order to keep up with
the vast changes and technological advances going
on around us. Most people agree that we need to
improve and supplement the educational resources
which are presently provided. The Learning Exchange
concept represents one model that may help meet this
need. The Learning Exchange in Chicago is already
doing so.
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APPENDIX A

The Deschooling Argtnnent

According to Ivan Illich and Everett Reimer, schools
)erform two basic functions. First, they prepare us
:0 accept a society characterized by the endless pro
juction and consumption of institutional goods and
3ervices. We are caught up in a process of self
iefeating competition in the production and consump
:ion of those goods and services which we are induced
:0 believe are vital for the good life. Through the
'hidden curriculum," or the ritual of schooling, we
learn to view education as a process of consumption.
)nce we accumulate the proper amount of credits,
:lass hours, diplomas, etc., we become certified and
ippropriately conditioned to participate in a produc
:ion-consumption oriented society. Illich maintains:

Once a man or woman has accepted the need for
school, he or she is easy prey for other insti
tutions. Once young people have allowed their
imaginations to be formed by curricular instruc
tion, they are conditioned to institutional
planning of every sort .•. this transfer of re
sponsibility from self to institution guarantees
social regression, especially once it has been
accepted as an obligation. 1

Directly linked to that conditioning is the second
:unction of schooling: the maintenance and perpetu
ltion of a hierarchy of privilege. Using data col
.ected by the u.s. Office of Education, Reimer noted:
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The children of the poorest tenth of the United
States population attend school for an average
of less than five years. The schools they
attend, at this grade level, spend no more than
five hundred dollars per pupil per year. These
children cost the public, in schooling, less
than twenty-five hundred dollars each over a
lifetime. The children of the richest tenth
of the population finish college and a year of
graduate school, which costs about thirty-five
thousand dollars. Assuming that one third of
this is vrivate expenditure, the richest tenth
still get ten times as much of vublic funds for
education as the poorest tenth. 2

Reimer concluded that schooling is a form of re
gressive taxation which serves to perpetuate the
class structure and that the equal-chance-to-succeed
because-of-equal-educational-opportunity is a myth.
Reimer states:

True education is a basic social force. Present
social structures could not survive an educated
pODulation even if only a substantial minority
were educated. Something more than schooling
is obviously in question here. people are
schooled to accept a societ~. They are edu
cated to create or re-create one.

Education has the meaning here that deep students
of education and of human nature have always
given it. None has defined it better than Paulo
Freire, the Brazilian educator, who describes
it as becoming critically aware of one's real
ity in a manner that leads to effective action
upon it. An educated man understands his world
well enough to deal with it effectively. Such
men, if they existed in sufficient numbers,
would not leave the absurdities of the present
world unchanged. 3
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Other research supports this contention. Historical
research and analyses of current practices in schools
by Michael Katz,4 Colin Greer,S Herbert Gintis and
Samuel Bowles,6 and Ray C. Rist7 are some of the
studies which indicate that schools wer~ originally
created--and continue today--to perpetuate rather
than eliminate class differences.

The solution, according to Illich and Reimer, is
to create a series of networks where educational
resources and the conditions under which such re
sources are available for public use would be regis
tered. These resources would consist both of things
--such as libraries, hospitals, factories, museums-
and people with skills that others would want to
learn. Such a system would be financed by providing
individuals, rather than state institutions, with
educational accounts, and people could use their
allotments as they saw fit for their own education.

Illich and Reimer maintain that if schools were
replaced by these networks, not only would education
be improved, but the quality of life in general would
be better. People would become independent, self
fUlfilling actors rather than dependent, passive Con
sumers. There would be more equal access to educa
tional resources, and the monopoly which schools
presently hold over marketable knowledge would be
broken. People would compete more on the basis of
their individual desires and abilities and less on
the basis of how they are labeled, controlled, and
allocated by an institution. Ultimately, a more
democratic social order would evolve in which people
would have more freedom to determine the course of
their lives and more opportunities to choose from in
charting that course.

Illich believes:

••• that a desirable future depends on our deliber
ately choosing a life of action over' a life of
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consumption, on our engendering a life style
which will enable us to be spontaneous, inde
pendent, yet relared ~o each other, rather.
than maintaining a life style which only allows
us to make and unmake, produce and consume--a
style of life which is merely a way station
on the road to the depletion and pollution of
the environment. The future depends more upon
our choice of institutions which support a
life of action than on our developing new ide
ologies and technologies. We need a set of
criteria which will permit us to recognize
those institutions which support personal
growth rather than addiction, as well as the
will to invest our technological resources
preferentially in such institutions of growth. 8

And Reimer concurs:

The choice ultimately is between two completely
different styles of life. One is egalitarian,
pluralistic, and relatively sparse in the kinds
of products and services it provides. People
have to do things for themselves, but have time
and freedom to do what they wanr. The other
kind of life is based on a unified hierarchy
of privilege maintained by international, inter
class, and interpersonal competition. The kinds
of competition are limited and highly structured
but the prizes are relatively glamorous, at
least on the surface. 9

Schools are instrumenta~ in shaping our society.
Illich and Reimer believe that a better world is
possible and that to achieve it, we must first dis
establish our schools.
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APPDIDlX B

Questionnaire Used In The Metropolitan Chicago
Study Of The Learning EXchange

Introduction: Hello, this is from the
Learning Exchange. We are conducting a study in order
to determine who is using the Learning Exchange and
how the Learning Exchange is serving the people who
use it. Could I have a few minutes of your time to
ask you some questions? Yes No (REFUSED
TO PARTICIPATE) Call back Time
Name
Address
Phone

(1) How did you hear about the Learning Exchange?
(I) Poster (2) Friend (3) Radio (4) Newspaper
(5) TV (6) Handout (7) Speech, Lecture
(8) Magazine (9) Other

Notes:

(2) Why did you decide to contact the Learning
Exchange?

(3) When did you first contact the Learning Exchange?
(1) May, 1971 (2) June (3) July (4) August
(5) September (6) October (7) November
(8) December (9) January, 1972 (10) February
(11) March (12) April (13) May (14) June
(15) July

(4) Have you called in since then? (1) No (2) Yes
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(5) If yes, how often?

(6) Do you remember why you called back?

(18) When did you meet? Date:

(19) Where did you meet?

Time of Day:

(7) How many entries have you placed?

(8) List the topics and Learning Exchange categories~

(l)Teacher (2) Learner (3) Interest Match

(9) When you called the Learning Exchange were you
supplied with any people to contact? (1) Yes
(2) No

(20) How long was the first meeting? (No. of hours)

(21) How many people were in the group?

(22) What happened during the first'meeting?

(23) Do you now, or did you ever meet regularly?
(1) Yes (2) No

(10)

(ll)

If yes, how many?

Did you call them? (1) Yes (2) No

(24) If yes, how many regular
(did you) participate in?
meetings take place?

meeting groups do you
Where do (did) these

(12) If yes, what happened? If no, why not?
(Discuss each case separately)

Notes:

(13) Did anyone contact you through the Learning
Exchange? (1) Yes (2) No

(14) If yes, do you remember how many?

(15) What happened during the phone conversation?
(Discuss each case separately)

Notes:

(16) Did you ever meet with any of the people that
you contacted (who contacted you)? (1) Yes
(2) No
(Include as a positive response those indi
viduals who call or write each other regularly
as a result of Learning Exchange participation
and describe this form below)

(17) (If yes, describe the first meeting in the
space below)
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(25) When do these meetings take place? (Day, time)·

(26) What form do these meetings generally take?

(27) How many people are in the group?

(28) Is there a fee involved? (1) Yes (2) No

(29) If yes, how much?

(30) Do you feel that these meetings are (were)
successful? (1) Yes (2) No.

Notes on success of meetings:

(31) If you did not participate in any regular meetings,
why not? (In those cases where an individual
participated in first meetings but no subsequent
meetings were scehduled)

(32) Do you want to remain listed with the Learning
Exchange? (1) Yes (2) No.
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(33) If no, why not?

(34) Have you recommended the services of the Learn
ing Exchange to any of your friends? (1) Yes
(2) No

(35) What is your: Age (years)
Sex . (1) Male (2) Female
Race (1) White (2) Black

(3) Oriental (4) Spanish
surname (5) Other

Education (years of school)
(12) High School (16) Bachelor's
(l8) Master's (21) Ph.D., M.D.,

L. L. B., etc.

(36) Marital Status: (1) Single (2) Married
(3) Widow (er) (4) Separated (5) Divorced
(6) Common Law, Living in Sin, etc.

(37) Occupation:

(38) Income: (approximate family income)
(1) Student (2) -5 (3) 5-10 (4) 10-15
(5) 15-20 (6) 20-25 (7) 25up

(39) Do you own your own home or rent? (1)
(2) Rent

(40) Generally, how do you describe your political
philosphy? (Conservative, Liberal, Radical,
etc. )

(41) Do you have any complaints about the service
you have received from the Learning Exchange?
(1) Yes (2) No

(42)

(43 )

Ijlm~~e elaborate:

5-28
How m~t the Learning Exchange be improved?
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